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Abstract Both mass spectrometry (MS) and microarray technologies are very promising for discovery of new biomarkers for clinical diagnosis. In order to identify the high-confidence biomarkers
from expression datasets, we proposed a new pipeline for biomarker discovery, in which the disease
information of proteins/genes, different levels of expression profiles (microarray datasets and proteomics datasets), and interactions between proteins have been integrated. In our analysis, we first
identified 474 molecules (genes and proteins) related to prostate cancer from Ingenuity software and
built up a prostate-cancer-related network (PCRN) by searching the interactions among these found
proteins. Based on the PCRN, the network biomarkers are discovered from multiple expression
profiles composed by eight microarray datasets and one proteomics dataset. Through combining
expression profiles of different levels and the protein information, we derived the network biomarkers with protein-protein interactions, which display high-performances in patient classification of
prostate cancer.
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1 Introduction
The discovery, identification, and validation of differently expressed proteins, or biomarkers, in clinical proteomics are very helpful and promising for early diagnosis and treatment
of many diseases. One of the novel strategies employed for discovering new biomarkers
is Surface enhanced laser desorption/ionization time of flight mass spectrometry (SELDITOF-MS), in which the proteins contained in plasma or blood serum will enter into biological analysis [1]. SELDI-TOF-MS has been widely used to detect biomarkers in
prostate [2, 3], ovarian [4], bladder [5], and breast cancers [6, 7]. Systematic proteomic
studies to discover biomarkers are imperative since proteins perform the main cellular
functions essential to signal transduction that lead to cell growth, differentiation, proliferation and death.
Despite a large interest and investment in this area, only a few new proteomics biomarkers were successfully used in clinical application. According to the report of the US Food
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and Drug Administration (FDA), the proteomics biomarker rate of introduction is falling
every year and the rate of introduction of new protein analytes approved by FDA has
fallen to one per year on an average since 1998 [8, 9]. The major challenge of discovering
biomarkers from proteomics is the inconsistent and irreproducible biomarker candidates.
Bioinformatics algorithms for biomarker candidate discovery include baseline removal,
normalization, denoising/smoothing, peak detection, peak alignment, feature selection,
classification for biomarker candidates, protein/peptide identification. Many different
ways available to perform each step in the process of biomarker discovery, it often results
in diverse outcomes from the use of different combinations of the algorithms. Obviously,
it is not feasible to overcome the challenges in biomarker discovery only depending on the
improvement of these bioinformatics algorithms. Therefore, a better choice is to combine
more known and reliable protein-related information into proteomics biomarker discovery
process.
Here, we combined disease information of proteins [10], protein-protein interactions
[11], and multiple-microarray expression profiles [12] into proteomics biomarker discovery. Actually, we made a tradeoff between protein knowledge and data noises in MS.
To make sure that the found proteins are really useful for prostate cancer, we filtered out
PCRN, in which each protein has been identified as related to prostate cancer by publications and involved in at least one protein-protein interaction in HPRD database. Then
we identified differentially expressed proteins from the proteins in PCRN. There are two
advantages in such a biomarker discovery process. First, the tradeoff between protein
information and MS data noise can make the found biomarkers more confident and accurate than identification of biomarkers directly from MS data. That is due to the fact that
PCRN is composed of those proteins already reported by some big journals or annotations of some databases, such as Uniprot, HPRD, KEGG, or others. Next, the biomarkers
found by our pipeline are differently expressed not only at the proteomics level but also at
the genomic level and thereby they are more powerful in the patient classification. In this
paper, PCRN with 131 protein and 310 interactions was identified. Based on the identified
network, we proposed a new type of biomarkers, i.e. network biomarkers with proteinprotein interactions, which have relatively high classification accuracy for prostate cancer
patients.

2 Results
2.1 PCRN construction
Most biomarkers nowadays are discovered from distinct molecular levels, such as microarray and proteomics expression profiles [13-19]. But one big problem with them is
their inconsistency and irreproducibility from the discovery process. Since the biomarkers aimed to indicate the specific case of a disease, such as prostate cancer, they should
somehow have a close relationship with the studied disease. Undoubtedly, the known
disease information of a protein should be essential to biomarker discovery. However,
few previous studies have considered the importance of the information to biomarker discovery. Our biomarker discovery pipeline considered such important disease information
and applied it to reduce the occurrence probability of false-positive biomarkers caused by
data noises in microarray and MS data (Figure 1). A beautiful software(IPA) can provide
such disease information of proteins based on its manually integrated published results in
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Figure 1: The flowchart for biomarker discovery from prostate cancer.
some big journals, by which about 400 proteins and genes related to prostate cancer has
been found. Before combination of multiple genomics and proteomics expression profiles, we first built up a prostate-cancer related network (PCRN). To analyze and explain
the important roles of PPIs, we filtered out some prostate-cancer-related proteins with at
least one PPI from HPRD. The found biomarkers based on PCRN include not only the
single proteins but also the network biomarkers with PPIs.

2.2 Differential expressions for the proteins in PCRN
The extra advantage of our method is assorting available and reliable protein information to reduce the errors in biomarker discovery. Combination of multiple microarray
datasets with proteomics expression profiles is an essential strategy for that purpose, in
which the Differential expression scores (DESs) are necessary to find those genes with
highly differential expressions between normal patients and prostate patients.
Eight microarray datasets from different experiments have been considered in the process of biomarker discovery (Table 1). We computed the p-value (student t test, significance level: 0.05) for every gene for each microarray dataset so that we can find those
genes with significantly low p-values for normal and prostate patients. In consideration
that the data-noises in microarray datasets can bring many troubles to biomarker discovery process, we chose the genes displaying low p-values in multiple microarray datasets.
The DES value can indicate to what extent a gene is expressed differentially for the pa-
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tients in two conditions. If the DES of a gene is very high, it indicates the gene displays
differential expressions nearly in all experiments, which implies that the gene is most
likely to be expressed differentially in real situation. Thus, we can reduce the data noises
for biomarker discovery by combination of multiple microarray datasets.
Table 1: The microarray datasets in Oncomine used in definition of DES
Study name
Lapointe_Prostate
Yu_Prostate
Welsh_Prostate
Dhanasekaran_
Prostate_2
Vanaja_Prostate
Singh_Prostate
Holzbeierlein_Prostate
Magee_Prostate

Samples
Normal Prostate (41), Prostate Carcinoma (62)
Normal Prostate (23), Prostate Carcinoma (64)
Normal Prostate (9), Prostate Carcinoma (25)
Normal Adjacent Prostate (2), Normal Adult Prostate (7),
Normal Pubertal Prostate (3), Prostate Cancer (25)
Normal Prostate (8), Prostate Adenocarcinoma (27)
Normal Prostate (50), Prostate Carcinoma (52)
Normal Prostate (4), Prostate Cancer (23)
Normal Prostate (4), Prostate Cancer (8)

Similarly, we also computed the P-value for the peak intensities of a protein for the 81
normal patients and 168 prostate cancer patients from MS data (Materials and Methods).
If the P-value is low, it implies that the protein is differentially expressed in the two
types of patient from proteomics level. This step is also a necessary step for candidate
biomarker discovery on MS data.
With the two levels of expression profiles, i.e. genomics and proteomics, the filtered
proteins in this step have a low p-value in MS data and their corresponding genes have a
high DES in multiple microarray datasets. Thus, we filtered out relatively high confidence
proteins with differential expressions in both genomics and proteomics levels.

2.3 MS-based biomarker discovery (candidate single biomarkers)
MS-based biomarker discovery is to identify proteins differentially expressed in the
serum or plasma of prostate cancer patients. A new and emerging technology, i.e. proteomics, has the potential to identify protein molecules in a high-throughput discovery
approach in patient’s serum. For a protein, its mass in the mass/charge axis was first
identified and then its nearest peak or mean of the masses in the window of -10Da and
+10Da of its mass has been identified as one of the expression intensities for the protein.
Thus, the intensity vectors for different conditions can be derived from 81 normal and 168
prostate patients.
To elucidate the significantly distinct expressions of a protein between control and
prostate cancer patients, we still adopted p-value from student t test to discover biomarkers. If the intensity vectors for a protein are affected by the data noises significantly,
the P-value to evaluate different expressions of the protein will not be significantly low
and the peptide will not provide evidence of its protein as a candidate biomarker discovered from MS. On the other hand, the protein with relatively low P-value implies that
its intensities should not be greatly disturbed by the data noises because they are differently expressed in control and disease patients, and thereby be considered as a candidate
biomarker.
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2.4 Network biomarker identification on PCRN
The protein-protein interaction information in PCRN was not considered in the identification process of candidate single biomarkers for MS data. The interactions between
proteins are important for many biological functions. Due to the essential roles of protein
interactions in biological processes, we integrated the protein-protein interaction information into the biomarker discovery process. We revealed a new type of biomarkers, called
as network biomarkers, composed of a set of proteins with the interactions among them.
Network biomarkers considered in our analysis can be divided into three types, single
biomarker without any protein-protein interaction, pair-biomarker with two proteins and
one protein-protein interaction, triple-biomarker with three proteins and three proteinprotein interactions, square-biomarker with four proteins and four protein-protein interactions.
Let Pi be the protein involved in a network biomarker, pi be the P-value for Pi . And
also let Ii be the intensity vector of protein Pi for not only 81 control patients but 168
prostate cancer patients, then the combined intensity vector Inetwork for the pair biomarker
is
N

Inetwork = ∑

i=1

1
pi

∑Nj=1

I
1 i
pj

Classification based on SVM was applied to identify network biomarkers based on
their classification performances in testing sets. Here, a 5-fold cross validation in SVM
was used to classify patients in control and prostate cancer patients. The training set for
each split included 4/5 of the cases, while 1/5 of the samples were used as the test set and
were not involved in training. First, different number, 1 or 2 or 3, of same type of network biomarkers was put into SVM. By their performance, we can easily identify the best
ones for patient classification. We found that the best performances for single biomarkers, P35222, P55210, and P15941, is 85.14% , the best performance for pair biomarkers,
P00734-P10451, Q14790-p12830, and P12830-P35222 is 85.94%, the best performance
for triple biomarkers, P10451-P24593-P00734, P00747-P10344-P17936, and P04004P24593-P01344 is 80.72%, and the best performance for square biomarkers, O15393P55210-Q05513-P55211, P00749-P00747-P17936-P00734, and Q14790-Q05513-P55210O15379 is 79.91% (Table 2).

#
1
2

3

Table 2: The classification accuracies for different network biomarkers.

Single
77.10%
P05109
81.53%
P10145
P55210
85.14%
P35222
P55210
P15941

Pair
77.10%
P15109-P62937
81.12%
P14780-P10145
P55210-O15519
85.94%
P00734-P10451
Q14790-P12830
P12830-P35222

Triple
76.71%
P10451-P24593-P00734
80.72%
P35222-P12830-Q14790
P00747-P01344-P17936
80.72%
P10451-P24593-P00734
P00747-P01344-P17936
P04004-P24593-P01344

Square
76.71%
O15392-P55210-Q05513-P55211
79.12%
O15392-P55210-Q05513-P55211
P24593-P01344-P17936-P00734
79.92%
O15393-P55210-Q05513-P55211
P00749-P00747-P17936-P00734
Q14790-Q05513-P55210-O15379
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Next, we put the single and pair biomarkers into SVM and found that the combination
of these two relatively high-confidence biomarker can derive the same high classification
accuracy as pair biomarkers, i.e. 85.94%. The multi-type biomarker is shown in Table 3.
Table 3: The classification accuracies for the combination of single and pair biomarkers.
Combination
Accuracy
Biomarkers

2 Single and 1 Pair
85.94%
P15941
P11362
Q14970-P12830

1 Single and 2 Pair
85.94%
P35222
Q14970-P12830
P00734-P10451

3 Discussion
Our proposed pipeline for biomarker discovery is composed of integration of disease
information of proteins, combination of multiple microarray and proteomics expression
profiles, and PCRN construction. Instead of focusing on improvement the existing bioinformatics methods in proteomics biomarker discovery, we assorted the available and reliable protein information to derive the high confidence biomarkers from MS data. In this
manner, we can easily overcome the difficulties in discovering proteomics biomarkers
from MS data and identify the high confidence network biomarkers.
Most previous biomarker discovery works focused on either proteomics level or genomics level and few of them studied biomarkers from both proteomics and genomics
levels. In our paper, we proposed such a method based on not only proteomics expression
profile, i.e. MS data, but also multiple genomics expression profiles, i.e. Microarray data.
The biomarkers found in this way can consistently display their differential expressions
not only in mRNA expressions but also in protein expressions. Therefore, such a method
is very promising for discovering biomarkers from expression profiles with relatively high
data noises.
How to overcome the data noises in high-throughput datasets, such as microarray and
MS, is a big problem for biomarker discovery. In this paper, we used a voting method for
biomarker discovery, that is, the found biomarkers should be simultaneously supported by
multiple microarray datasets, proteomics dataset, the disease information from Ingenuity,
PPIs of HPRD, and high classification accuracies in SVM. The high accuracies of found
biomarkers in patient classification indicate that our method has the power to derive the
high-confidence biomarkers.
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